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The nature of DLM Architects work demands an
inspiring studio space different to the traditional
ofﬁce environment. Our involvement with multiple
aspects of the construction industry, from design,
procurement and fabrication mean that storage
and workshop space is as necessary as the studio
itself, however the beneﬁts of having this under a
single roof mean that we can closely integrate more
technical fabrication techniques.
Every detail has been considered and fabricated
with precision to allow each space to function
independently as required. The robust selection of
materials is honest to the industrial setting and the
ﬁt-out serves as an example of the approach that
DLM take towards design, showcasing a raw palette
of natural and reclaimed materials.
The workshop is concealed behind old concrete
shuttering boards, the stairs are lined in oak
reclaimed from a recent demolition, and the kitchen
from reclaimed bricks and locally milled timber.
Within the double height spaces, light ﬁxtures from
the airport runway were salvaged from scrap, sand
blasted and converted to LED pendants. Within
the studio we designed and fabricated lightweight
timber rafts integrating ﬂush lamp shades with
polished plaster giving the illusion of heavy concrete
slabs ﬂoating above the workspaces. These suggest
a domestic scale beneath the exposed roof structure
also integrate acoustic deadening.
The meeting room utilises the existing blockwork
structure, along with charred timber lining with a
contrasting meeting table fabricated from blackened
steel trestles suspending 2 slabs of locally felled oak.
Large elements of glazing allow visual connection
between spaces and encourage natural light ﬂow
despite the limited fenestration of the building
envelope. Manifestation has been designed to
help inform clients during the design phases of
construction, and understand critical scale and
proportion.
The workshop is split into areas of machinery,
assembly and storage, albeit largely a clean practical
volume of space to allow for ﬂexibility given the
various equipment required for speciﬁc projects.
(Contract Value £35,000)

